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Norseman Run-ups!

Speaker Night

[weather permitting]

.

Here is your chance to experience up close
the noise, smell and sound of a big radial engine
running on a vintage aircraft :
Saturday May 19
Saturday June 16
Saturday July 21
Saturday August 18
Saturday September 15

BCAM Videos
Randy Stagg offers new video stories
from around the museum at the following links!
Colin Bowley recounts the incredible story behind a WW-II Wellington bomber tail-wheel
displayed
in
the
Memorial
Room.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r3_FbGATO5s

Dave Poole, A. J., Robert Hopkins and Bill Lane
on Thursday March 15th raised the cockpit of the
Hoffar H-1 and placed it in position over the pontoon then secured it for the next phase of the
build. See The Hoffar H-1 Project “Conjoining
Cockpit and Pontoon”.

Doug Grant
Wednesday 18 April 7 - 9 pm

Vertical Horizons -The Story of
Okanagan Helicopters
Okanagan Helicopters pioneered the revolutionary use of vertical lift aircraft [helicopters] in a
commercial setting. In the postWorld War II era that fabled
company played a leading role
in establishing the techniques,
applications and equipment that
are still used world-wide. Doug
will present a 40-year story of
Okanagan Helicopters in stories,
anecdotes and personal memories that represent this epic era.
With over 30 years working for Okanagan Helicopters, Doug has the technological background and
personal experiences to tell the remarkable story of a
determined company pioneering an entirely new field
of aviation. As the author of the new book, Vertical
Horizons, he is able to provide the technical details,
insightful analysis and personal
reminiscences that bring this remarkable slice of history alive.
At this event Doug will also offer
his book for sale.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CZIeWytMPM

If you would be interested in making a 1 minute
video of something in the museum, e-mail Randy
Stagg at rvjs@shaw.ca and we will make it happen.
1910 Norseman Rd
North Saanich, BC
V8L 5V5

Phone: 250-655-3300
E-mail: library@bcam.net
www.bcam.net

Speaker Night is free, and
open to the Public. We also offer
cookies and coffee at a nominal
charge!

